What makes some tumours aggressive: modeling cancer lethality

Human cancers are remarkably variable in their initial presentation. They can arise in almost every organ of the body, at almost any age. Even within a single tumour type, they vary dramatically in morphological characteristics, like their size, location within an organ and cellular structure. These larger changes are reflected in, and presumably at least partially driven by, differences in the specific somatic mutational characteristics between tumours. Indeed, while individual tumours can harbour tens to hundreds of thousands of single-nucleotide mutations, in many tumour types, the median number shared by any pair of cancers is zero. These morphological and molecular heterogeneities are mirrored by a remarkable heterogeneity in clinical outcomes. Many cancers are cured by definitive local therapy – most commonly surgery or radiotherapy. Other tumours, however, are highly aggressive, likely as a result of some combination of selection of specific subclonal populations and/or their adaptation to new selective pressures. This diversity in clinical response leads to both over-treatment of tumours which are not aggressive, and under-treatment of aggressive ones. As a result, there remains an urgent need to understand which tumours are highly aggressive, and which are not, so that therapies can be tailored to individual patients. We undertook a systematic evaluation of the origins of differential tumour aggressivity. Initially using prostate cancer as a model tumour type, we evaluate the relative contributions of somatic mutational features, epigenomic features, transcriptomic features and proteomic features. Ultimately we discover that aggressivity is a complex function of all of these, and is driven not only by snapshot of mutations present at diagnosis, but also by the evolutionary trajectory upon which the tumour is embarking. Finally, we evaluate why evolutionary trajectories differ within and between a broad range of cancer types, and offer suggestions for the derivation of evolutionarily-aware biomarkers. The highly divergent outcomes of tumours when they are localized and curable remains the single most pressing clinical challenge in almost all tumour types. High-throughput molecular assays have shed significant light on this problem, and we are at the cusp of a transformation from discovery-science to validation- and implementation-science in this space.
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